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A surprising outcome of the search for agents that might
target signaling systems that drive cancer cell growth has been
the empirical observation that many of these drugs appear to
potentiate the effect of conventional therapeutic agents. For
example, herceptin, in both preclinical (1) and clinical (2) circumstances, potentiates DNA-directed and microtubule-directed
drugs. Certain anti-epidermal growth factor-receptor-directed
monoclonal antibodies behave similarly (3). This phenomenon
is observed with a variety of other “small molecule” protein
kinase antagonists, including flavopiridol (4), UCN-01 (5), and
Iressa (6), as well as other classes of agents targeting cell
signaling functions, including proteosome inhibitors (7). The
implications of these findings are that, in addition to being
assessed for activity in their own right, strategies for development of these agents might reasonably include efforts to detect
useful augmentation of chemotherapy. Despite this favorably
expanded menu of development possibilities, this outcome actually creates a number of complications.
First, except for a few noteworthy and admittedly incompletely understood examples (e.g., the capacity of UCN-01 to
inhibit chk1, one regulator of the DNA damage checkpoint;
Refs. 8 and 9), we do not understand the basis underlying the
signaling molecules’ chemopotentiating effect. Although it is
true in general terms that the pathways affected by the inhibitors
feed into the regulation of cell survival pathways, e.g., through
the activation of phosphatidylinositol 3⬘-kinase and akt-mediated phosphorylation of bad (10) or the down-regulation of cell
survival gene expression (11), these general modifiers of the
cell-death response lead to no clear roadmap for exploiting these
development possibilities. The “subtargets” relevant to the signaling agents acting as potentiators of the chemotherapy effect
may be inconsistently related to the activities of the agent on its
“primary” target. The economics of “filling in the boxes” by
testing all signaling agents versus all drugs in all tumors is
overtly prohibitive. Second, certain aspects of the signaling
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agent action may lead to cell-cycle arrest, and, thus, theoretically antagonize the action of agents that may require some level
of proliferative activity to maximally elicit cytotoxicity.
In this issue of Clinical Cancer Research, Münster et al.
(12) provide several important experiments that begin to clarify
these issues with respect to 17-allyl-amino 17-demethoxygeldanamycin (17AAG; NSC330507). This agent entered into
clinical trials sponsored by the National Cancer Institute, Rockville, MD, with an intent to clarify the potential of benzoquinoid
ansamycins to act as useful antitumor agents. The prototypic
compounds in the series, herbimycin and geldanamycin, were
found in the 1980s to be agents that reversed the transformed
phenotype of cells driven by v-src family members (13), and for
a time herbimycin was considered a tyrosine kinase inhibitor,
until several laboratories clarified that herbimycin and geldanamycin did not directly inhibit src family kinases but, apparently,
caused their accelerated turnover in drug-treated cells, with
actual decreased mass of a variety of tyrosine kinases including
src, lck, erbB1, and erbB2, among others (14 –17). A unifying
mechanism that explained these results was provided by Whitesell et al. (18), who identified that derivatized geldanamycin
analogues bound to the ubiquitously expressed the cellular chaperone molecule hsp90.2
The heat shock proteins include a variety of members that,
as the name implies, are modulated in their expression not only
by heat but by nutrient deprivation, oxidative, and other stressful
circumstances where protein denaturation might occur (19). A
unifying biochemical activity on the part of hsp90 is catalyzing
the proper folding and maturation of a number of protein substrates, including many members of the tyrosine kinase family
of cell signaling molecules (Fig. 1A). Without proper hsp90
function, the abnormal conformations of these hsp90 partners
are ubiquitinated and targeted for proteosomal degradation. The
benzoquinoid ansamycins, including herbimycin, geldanamycin, and 17AAG, bind to hsp90 and cause the displacement and
degradation of the client proteins (20, 21). Indeed, elegant
structural studies (22) have confirmed that the benzoquinoid
ansamycins bind to the NH2-terminal domain of hsp90, and
these studies provided an additional basis for constructing derivatives at the 17 position. An additional set of functions for
hsp90 is illustrated in Fig. 1B, and emphasizes a distinct role as
a “docking station” in the cytoplasm for a variety of important
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Fig. 1 Schematic of hsp90 functions. A, one important role is the action of hsp90 to catalyze the
proper folding of newly synthesized client proteins into a stable conformation. In the absence of
hsp90 action, the protein may be subject to rapid
degradation. B, an additional role is to stabilize
certain receptor proteins, e.g., estrogen, progesterone, in the cytoplasm. Binding of their respective
ligands causes dissociation from hsp90, with migration of the ligand-bound receptor to the nucleus. C, a partial and incomplete list of hsp90
client proteins.

regulators of gene expression, including steroid hormone-family
binding proteins including the estrogen, progesterone, and androgen receptors and the aryl hydrocarbon receptor. In these
cases, binding of the receptors’ cognate ligands causes dissociation from hsp90, with migration to the nucleus to allow nuclear
activities. Fig. 1C indicates the range of potential client proteins
for hsp90 modulation as discussed in the voluminous recent
literature that is beyond the scope of this commentary. A legitimate concern is that, because of the multiplicity of functions
influenced by hsp90, a basis for selectivity may not exist in
relation to the effects in normal tissues. However, it is possible
that tumors uniquely driven by some hsp90 client proteins,
including many tyrosine kinase-driven cell types, might actually
be selectively sensitive to the agent.
Geldanamycin had modest evidence of an antitumor effect
in conventional xenograft models (23) but prohibitive liver
toxicity in preclinical toxicology models. 17-AAG emerged
from a conscious effort to define geldanamycin analogues with
continued evidence of antiproliferative potential, retention of the
ability to modulate hsp90 client, and an acceptable toxicology
profile. Initial Phase I trials of a variety of schedules are ongoing
or have been completed (24 –26).
Münster et al. (27) had contributed previously to our understanding of geldanamycin and 17-AAG action by emphasizing that, in a series of breast cancer cell lines, the presence of a
functional Rb tumor suppressor gene was associated with the
arrest of ansamycin-treated cells in G1, with some evidence of
mammary epithelial cell differentiation. The mechanism for this
effect remains to be understood in detail, but initial studies are
concordant with an effect of ansamycins to decrease cyclin D
elaboration by down-regulating growth factor-derived signals
proceeding through the akt pathway (28). The resultant loss of
CDK4 activity would naturally lead to z block in G1. In contrast,
cells with defective Rb exposed to ansamycins seem to arrest in
G2 with an innate propensity to undergo apoptosis (27). The

gratifying implication of the present studies of Münster et al.
(12) is that this may be exploitable with the clinically useful
drug paclitaxel, because cells exposed to taxane and then exposed to 17AAG show enhanced apoptosis. An important finding for capitalizing on this result is that, in Rb-competent cells,
this schedule of administration was important, and that the
reverse sequence of drug exposure actually seemed to protect
from taxane-induced cell death by blocking cells in G1. Cells
with mutated Rb did not show schedule dependence. In contrast
to paclitaxel, 17AAG enhanced the cytotoxicity of doxorubicin
without reference to sequence of administration or Rb status.
These studies have a number of ramifications for clinical
studies. First, although we do not consider Rb status as a basis
for stratifying patient entry into early phase trials, this might be
a case where such information, at the very least, would be
usefully correlated with the outcome if not actually be an entry
criterion. A corollary concern to this however, is that Rb status
may actually incompletely define cells with enhanced apoptotic
susceptibility after exposure to ansamycins. One might imagine
that, in addition to Rb status, defining the “context” of tumor
dependence on the actions of a critical hsp90 client protein
would also need to occur before optimal use of the compound.
Second, although Münster and colleagues clearly indicate the
importance of sequence for Rb-competent tumors, how sequence duration and timing will be approached in patients will
be an important variable to explore— one might imagine different cohorts of patient treated at different intervals after exposure
to taxanes, and imagine further that one interval may not be
suitable for all patients. Preclinical studies may be useful to
clarify this, but still the relevance of these primarily mouse
models (which, in general, cycle rapidly) to real clinical cancer
could be questioned. Third, assays have been developed to
assess the occurrence of taxane-induced effect including apoptosis in biopsies from treated patients (29); perhaps an additional end point of paclitaxel-plus-17AAG trials should be the
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scoring of apoptosis indicators to contribute to evidence that a
particular schedule is achieving the hoped-for end point. This
would have to be balanced against the practicality of obtaining
multiple biopsy specimens. Last, 17AAG is a quinone, as are
certain chemotherapeutic agents, notably doxorubicin. Augmentation of end-organ toxicities not related to cell cycling must be
carefully and prospectively evaluated as to whether quinonerelated metabolizing systems are relevant to the action of
17AAG is unclear at this point (30, 31).
This last issue emphasizes that, although the current results
are of great empirical interest and importance in defining a
potential therapeutic opportunity, we still do not know the
mechanism by which 17AAG augments the cytotoxic action of
either paclitaxel or doxorubicin. Recent studies have clarified
that paclitaxel kills cells by at least two different mechanisms: at
very low concentrations, apoptosis is induced with little evidence of M-phase block; whereas, at higher concentrations,
manifest M-phase block occurs with evidence of activation of
raf kinase (32). As raf is a prime example of an hsp90 client
protein, perhaps 17AAG-induced deregulation of this activity
might be a proapoptotic stimulus. Alternately, perhaps another,
yet to be defined hsp90 client molecule participates in regulating
the assembly of the mitotic apparatus or the function of spindle
checkpoints. The importance of this mechanistic information
will be in offering yet another avenue for selecting patients who
might best benefit from this combination.
New therapeutic opportunities will continue to emerge as
we define agents with selective effects on pathways of importance to the economy of tumors. Unless we have the luxury of
an absolutely specific, tumor-related target, e.g., a p210bcr-abl,
these therapies invariably will be directed against targets which
also have varying degrees of function in normal cells. Developing strategies that emphasize those aspects of tumor biology
that maximize the possibility of achieving a therapeutic “window” will be a key aspect of combining these drugs of the future
with both conventional and investigational agents. This will be
a challenge in diagnosis and patient selection, as well as in
clinical treatment. The results of Münster et al. (12) highlighted
in this issue are an important step in approaching this issue
rationally in the case of the ansamycins.
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